
I would be remiss if I did not begin by stating that very little of what I have to say here is entirely 

original at its core.  My position on morality, at least as it relates to religion, is largely a paraphrased 

amalgamation of several influences for whom I have great respect, chief among them Sam Harris 

but also other atheist activists such as Matt Dillahunty. 

I will elaborate on two main points.  First, if you're arguing that God is the defining standard of 

morality, then re-interpreting and/or re-contextualizing otherwise troublesome pieces of scripture 

is fatally problematic.  Second, if you're arguing that secular morality is inevitably too subjective 

to provide a crucial escape from moral relativism, then there is plenty of reason to doubt that, and 

even if it's ultimately true, religious faith does not solve the problem and may in fact exacerbate it.  

Finally, whether God is good is a separate question from whether God is real.  Having addressed 

the Moral Argument for its own sake, I will briefly address its broader use as a common supportiing 

argument for the general existence of an omnipotent and omnibenevolent deity. 

PART 1: GOD AS THE DEFINING STANDARD OF MORALITY 

1. Interpreting Scripture 

"Anyone who beats their male or female slave with a rod must be punished if the slave dies as a 

direct result, but they are not to be punished if the slave recovers after a day or two, since the slave 

is their property." (Exodus 21:20-21; NIV) 

If I were to present that passage as evidence that God not only endorses slavery but doesn't exactly 

frown upon the physical abuse of slaves, a frequent Christian counter-argument would be that I've 

taken it out of context, interpreted it too literally, or both.  Another possibility is that it's from the 

Old Testament and therefore no longer applicable according to the New one.  In reply to the latter 

claim, I can just as easily cite a few very questionable verses from the Gospels too, so for the sake 

of simplicity, let's not bother trying to draw any hard lines between the Testaments.  After all, the 

cherished Ten Commandments are actually in the Old Testament, just like the condemnation of 

homosexuality. 

In fact, let's talk about that damnation of gays for a moment.  For the sake of argument, I'm going 

to assume that yours is a sect of Christianity that holds to the sinfulness of homosexuality.  If you 

happen to be among the relative few Christians who accept homosexuals for who they are and their 

right to marry, then I'm sure we could find some other Biblical pronouncement that you do adhere 

to and that serves the purposes of present discussion just as well, so for now, let's just go with it.   

"Do not have sexual relations with a man as one does with a woman.  That is detestable." (Leviticus 

18:22; NIV) 

Let's take these two divine edicts, one about slavery and the other about homosexuality, and ask 

one simple question.  What's the difference?  How do you know that one needs to be re-interpreted 

or re-contextualized while the proper reading of the other is direct and straightforward?  How do 

you know which is which?  How do you know which proscriptions must be literally followed and 

which can be safely ignored for one hermeneutic reason or another? 



My point is that, if God really is the ultimate standard of morality, such that anything he commands 

and/or exemplifies must be good by definition, then many apologists are making it much harder to 

defend their faith than it needs to be.  If righteousness is defined as consistency with God's will 

and/or nature as revealed in scripture, then slavery can legitimately be declared righteous, because 

by itself, that definition does not include any qualifiers about how literally or non-literally that 

scripture should be interpreted.  It can't.  Otherwise, it would undermine any godly proclamations 

that believers actually prefer to accept straightforwardly. 

So if slavery can plausibly be called good, then the passage from Exodus should require no more 

defending than the one from Leviticus.  You could appeal to context or metaphor if you wished, 

but why would you need to?  It would only be necessary if the passage would otherwise seem 

immoral, but if the book itself determines what qualifies as moral and immoral, then what the 

passage endorses is automatically moral by mere definition, without depending on any particular 

hermeneutic to make it so.  You should have no reservations about responding to the endorsement 

of slavery with, "God said it.  I believe it.  That settles it," which is how you actually do respond 

to the Levitican verse anyway.  Any appeal to less literal readings of the verse from Exodus should 

really be superfluous. 

Why, then, do the very same people who easily accept a straightforward reading of Leviticus 18:22 

immediately launch into discussions of context or figurativity when confronted with Exodus 

21:20-21?  The answer seems obvious.  While they may be perfectly comfortable and even proud 

declaring their opposition to homosexuality, they recoil from even appearing to condone slavery, 

almost as if by instinct.  It's so thoroughly out of the question that it doesn't even occur to them 

that they could really simplify their apologetic by just accepting what a straightforward reading of 

Exodus says.  At the very least, it seems suspicious that this is precisely what one would expect 

from someone immersed in our current cultural milieu, where attitudes towards homosexuals are 

still somewhat in flux but slavery is almost universally reviled.  Therefore, is it not possible, indeed 

even probable, that there is an important arbiter of your morality that is wholly independent from 

your faith? 

At this point, a common theistic response would likely be that God is omnibenevolent, and no such 

deity would ever condone slavery. Many Christians might argue that their rubric for interpreting 

scripture is simply to ask if any given interpretation is consistent with a deity that is purely, wholly, 

and absolutely good.  If it makes God look bad, they'll simply conclude that they read it wrong.  

They may even say that an all-loving God has written a moral code on their hearts, and that code 

is the missing qualifier in the definition of "good" that somehow enables them to reject slavery but 

embrace homophobia without ever being guilty of a double standard. 

Unfortunately, this argument soon devolves into circular reasoning.  When asked how they know 

that God is benevolent, apologists will usually resort either to personal experience or to scriptural 

revelation.  Skeptics have already spilled plenty of ink regarding the fatal subjectivity of personal 

experience, so I'll address scriptural revelation first.  Selecting verses from the Bible that happen 

to paint God in a favorable light is very problematic.  Believers are likely to interpret many of 

those passages rather literally, perhaps even non-contextually, which lands us right back where we 

started.  It's not just that theists often seem to interpret their holy texts literally when it's convenient 

and suddenly defer to context and/or metaphor as soon as a literal reading becomes inconvenient 



for them.  There's an even deeper problem here.  In order to determine which interpretation yields 

the best impression of God's character, you have to implicitly weigh multiple interpretations 

against each other according to criteria which must be wholly independent from God.  If you try 

to claim instead that God himself is the standard by which you evaluate various possible readings 

of scripture, then your argument becomes circular, but if God is not the standard, then he is at best 

a mere messenger, and the ultimate source of morality lies elsewhere. 

For anyone who's at least vaguely familiar with classical logic, perhaps the fallacy can be made 

especially clear with a syllogism. 

Premise 1: God is purely and absolutely good. 

Premise 2: The Bible accurately portrays God's nature. 

Conclusion 1: Any biblical passage that would cast doubt on God's pure and absolute goodness if 

interpreted literally must be interpreted figuratively and/or re-contextualized. 

Premise 3: Given Conclusion #1, there can be no biblical passage of which the correct and properly 

contextualized interpretation casts doubt on God's pure and absolute goodness. 

Conclusion 2: Given Premise #2 and Premise #3, God is purely and absolutely good. 

Since the final conclusion is assumed in the initial premises, this is a textbook case of begging the 

question, or as it's more commonly known, circular reasoning. 

2. Personal Experience and Miracles 

Personal experience is among the weakest apologetics ever used.  Maybe you've had a personal 

encounter with the living God or seen him work miracles in your life, and you view such incidents 

as clear evidence of his ethical paradigm.  The main challenge to this argument is that it can be 

brought to the defense of mutually exclusive beliefs with equal validity, so it's just not a reliable 

way to separate true propositions from false ones.  For example, no matter how convinced you are 

by your spiritual communion with Jesus, I can almost certainly point to a Muslim whose meeting 

with Mohammed felt just as real, and yet you're each absolutely confident that the other is wrong.  

The only way to definitively and unambiguously resolve this conflict and therefore get closer to 

the truth is to refer to something external to both of your minds.  In other words, we need something 

objective that all honest and lucid observers can agree on. 

Now, in the more extreme case of, say, a jihadist whose personal experience led him to believe 

that suicide bombing was a noble sacrifice in defense of the one true religion, you might claim that 

he was clearly deluded, as no truly good god would ever endorse such behavior.  Again, how do 

you even know what constitutes a "good" god without first assuming some set of moral criteria 

which is necessarily separate from the very gods you're comparing and evaluating?  Interpreting 

different first-person encounters with the divine ultimately face the same problem that interpreting 

scripture does.  The ethical standard by which you inevitably judge various interpretations is either 

completely separable from God or completely circular. 



We cycle back to an analogous issue yet again when we look at supposed miracles such as a lone 

child surviving a plane crash that killed everyone else on board.  I could easily ask why any good 

God let the disaster happen in the first place, but once again, there's a deeper question to be asked. 

Whenever an outstandingly positive event happens, Christians tend to argue that it is a perfectly 

direct and transparent reflection of God's will and/or nature, and it seems well within our mortal 

comprehension to infer God's motives from such an occurrence.  When the event in question is 

negative, on the other hand, those same Christians often respond with platitudes such as, "God 

works in mysterious ways," suggesting that what seems to us like an ethically dubious act of God 

serves some greater good that's simply beyond our mortal comprehension.  How do you know that 

the obviously benevolent acts are the most comprehensible while the seemingly heinous ones are 

the least comprehensible?  How do you know that it's not the other way around and that we're not 

dealing with an evil god whose superficially good deeds ultimately serve some greater cruelty?  

Here we run into the same problem that we had earlier regarding the interpretation of scripture.  Is 

any given event an example of God's ways being transparent or mysterious?  Again, the answer 

seems to be whichever one best serves God's moral reputation (at least according to the individual 

believer), but the only non-circular way to make any such determination is to assess the various 

possible implications for the deity's character according to moral criteria which are necessarily 

separate from that deity. 

Again, to put it in syllogistic form:  

Premise 1: God is purely and absolutely good. 

Premise 2: Physical events accurately reflect God's will and/or nature. 

Conclusion 1: Any physical event that would cast doubt on God's pure and absolute goodness if 

intepreted transparently must instead be interpreted as mysterious means to greater ends. 

Premise 3: Given Conclusion #1, there can be no physical event of which the proper interpretation 

casts doubt on God's pure and absolute goodness. 

Conclusion 2: Given Premise #2 and Premise #3, God is purely and absolutely good. 

Once more, the argument is a classic case of begging the question. 

3. You've Implicitly Admitted Defeat 

In conclusion, if you pre-suppose that God is the defining standard of morality, then as soon as 

you endeavor to rationalize the words and/or deeds of your deity via appeal to context and/or non-

literal interpretation, you've already lost the argument. 

PART II: OBJECTIVE MORAL VALUES 

1. Universal Morality 



At this point, we're going to shift the focus of our discussion to the very foundation upon which 

non-believers typically evaluate God.  An oft-heard apologist's rebuke to the above is to claim that 

my argument is also circular in its own way.  Without God, I have no objective basis upon which 

to make any moral judgments at all, so I must first borrow that basis from theism in order to 

ironically condemn God, right? 

Well, why is an objective moral standard so important?  Because apparently without it, all moral 

judgments are mere opinions, and we no longer have any real grounds for condemning Hitler even 

though our gut seems to scream at us to do so.  For morality to mean anything, we must have some 

way to make ethical evaluations that are binding across different cultures, regardless of which 

culture happens to be the most powerful.  We in the West yearn to condemn genocide and female 

genital mutilation, but at the same time, our own liberal values compel us to justify such judgments 

with something besides the point of the imperialist's sword.  How can we condemn certain acts by 

societies outside of our own without making ourselves vulnerable to the charge of ethnocentrism?  

How can anyone reliably distinguish legitimate moral outrage from mere culure shock?  Is any 

non-Western custom that we find appalling truly reprehensible, or is it merely part of a way of life 

that is clearly different but just as valid as our own? 

This is a legitimate concern, but in finding a solution, belief in God is not only unnecessary but 

possibly an outright hindrance.  As a social species, humans have evolved empathy, and as a result, 

the underlying core of human ethics is already universal.  I submit to you that there is no culture 

in the world whose moral impulses cannot ultimately be reduced to the maximal well-being and 

minimal suffering of at least some significant subset of sentient beings, typically their own tribe 

or nation if not all of humanity.  Now, what about a society whose standards of empathy and 

compassion indeed decline abruptly at the borders of their in-group, so that they have relatively 

few if any qualms about gravely mistreating out-groups if it serves their interests?  The solution 

here is to convince them that the maximal well-being and minimal suffering of their own tribe or 

nation (which is what they already seek anyway) is better served overall by expanding their sphere 

of moral consideration to include all of humanity and perhaps even beyond.  Excepting clear cases 

of psychopathy, the same principle applies to individuals within cultures as well.  By showing that 

each person thrives best when he supports the thriving of others, we can persuade even an 

otherwise very selfish individual to bring his peers more firmly into the circle of sentient beings 

for whom he seeks maximal well-being and minimal suffering. 

In principle, then, the distinction between narrower and broader spheres of moral consideration 

collapses, at least for the purposes of this discussion, and the only true limit is determined by the 

sentience of the organisms that are being considered for inclusion.  So essentially, there are two 

moral axioms on offer, expressed here as competing "ought" statements. 

1) We ought to do that which maximizes the well-being and minimizes the suffering of sentient 

beings. 

2) We ought to do that which is consistent with God's will and/or nature. 

We may alternatively think of them as two proposed definitions for the word "good."  When we 

call something "good," we are describing, by definition, either something that maximizes the well-



being and minimizes the suffering of sentient beings or something that is consistent with God's 

will and/or nature.  Deciding between these axiomatic definitions is the topic at hand. 

But isn't #1 merely an assumption or a semantic ploy?  If it is, then so is #2.  If you want to pull 

this conversation into a realm that's abstract and philosophical enough that the arbitrariness of #1 

becomes significant, that's fine, but as soon as you do that, #2 becomes just as arbitrary.  Why is 

it necessarily good to maximize the well-being and minimize the suffering of sentient beings?  

Well, why is it necessarily good to do that which is consistent with God's will and/or nature?  In 

other words, to the extent that #1 is subjective in an absolute sense, theism doesn't really resolve 

that subjectivity.  Instead, it just exchanges one ultimately subjective axiom for another. 

In fact, I suspect a decent argument can be made that even #2, which appears to be on the same 

level as #1, is itself actually reducible to #1.  Why is God's will and/or nature so compelling and 

binding for you as a believer?  Ultimately, it's because you believe in some form of divine reward 

and/or divine punishment.  Otherwise, what objective reason do you have for caring how God 

wants you to act?  Now, let's take that one step further.  Why do you feel that it's a good thing to 

spread the word about Jesus and lead other people to faith in God?  Because you want the same 

thing for them that you want for yourself: to experience divine reward and/or to avoid divine 

punishment.  But what is divine reward if not an increase in well-being?  What is divine 

punishment if not a form of suffering?  Whether you've ever realized it or not, the underlying goal 

of your moral system has always been exactly the same as the goal expressed by many secularists. 

2. Why Dogma is Inherently Dangerous 

So, as it turns out, what makes the difference between religious morality and secular morality is 

not the goal but rather the means by which that goal is supposedly best achieved.  You believe that 

adhering to the will and/or example of God is the best and perhaps the only way to ensure maximal 

well-being and minimal suffering for the greatest number of sentient beings.  This is based on your 

internal model of reality (IMR), which is basically your current best understanding of the world 

and how it works.  My IMR differs from yours in some important ways, most notably the absence 

of any deity, so it should come as no surprise that I come to different conclusions about how best 

to further the core ethical objective that we both share. 

In short, we all have the same ultimate goal, but any individual's understanding of the cosmos and 

how it operates greatly informs and impacts how that person goes about striving towards that goal, 

and that cosmic understanding can vary substantially.  Consider the fact that successful genocide 

almost certainly requires some kind of propaganda against the targets.  What does that propaganda 

do, exactly?  In essence, it demonizes or otherwise dehumanizes the victims, and dehumanizing 

someone entails reducing their sentience as perceived by others.  In other words, the targeted group 

of people must be portrayed as either wholly insentient or at least substantially less sentient than 

their would-be oppressors, so that they no longer appear to qualify as "sentient beings."  Like the 

will and/or nature of a particular god, the sentience of a particular organism is an example of a 

proposition that is included in one's IMR. 

What this shows is how easily the universal core goal of morality (expressed by axiom #1) can be 

obscured or distorted by layers of ideology or misinformation.  The accuracy of your IMR can 



have profound influence on whether your actions actually bring your best intentions to fruition.  

This is precisely why moral agents have a responsibility to ensure that their IMR is as accurate as 

it can be.  The best possible moral decision-making requires us, as Matt Dillahunty often puts it, 

"to believe as many true things and as few false things as possible."  Conversely, it is also why 

dogma, which is a key part of any religion, is inherently dangerous. 

ISIS, for instance, does not seek to create suffering for its own sake.  Their worldview is just so 

corrupted by doctrine that they believe their atrocities serve some greater good.  In their IMR, 

maximal well-being and minimal suffering for all humanity can only be accomplished if everyone 

submits to Allah, so if they have to inflict some proportionately lesser suffering in order to make 

that happen, then the ends justify the means. 

Does this mean they're simply misguided and not evil? No, for one crucial reason. Since one's 

understanding of the cosmos inevitably informs one's moral decisions, anyone who hopes to make 

the best possible judgments must be willing to revise that understanding in light of new evidence. 

Otherwise, you've prioritized the continuity of your beliefs over ensuring that your best moral 

intentions are borne out to the best of your ability. To prioritize anything above that latter concern 

is, by definition, evil. But that is precisely what fundamentalists of any faith do when they place 

the supposed immutability and infallibility of their scriptures above all else. ISIS is surrounded by 

evidence against Islam and by people urging them to re-evaluate their worldview, but they still 

won't even consider the possibility that they're wrong. That is what ultimately makes them villains 

rather than mere victims of misguidance. 

That is why dogma of any sort is bad.  In fact, at least in the sense that I've outlined here, it could 

arguably be called downright evil.  To put this a bit more simply in the form of a syllogism: 

Premise 1: Good moral outcomes rely on sound moral judgment, which relies on the accuracy of 

one's internal model of reality (IMR). 

Premise 2: Ensuring an accurate IMR entails that it must always be open to revision in light of new 

evidence. 

Conclusion 1: Refusing to revise one's IMR in light of new evidence undermines one's moral 

judgment and thus facilitates bad moral outcomes 

Premise 3: To deliberately undermine one's moral judgement and thus facilitate bad moral 

outcomes is evil. 

Conclusion 2: Given Conclusion #1 and Premise #3, refusing to revise one's IMR in light of new 

evidence is evil. 

Dogma is any set of propositions about reality that are asserted as true and held to be infallible, 

beyond any potential revision.  So, being dogmatic means refusing to revise one's IMR in light of 

new evidence.  Therefore, dogma (or at least dogmatic thinking) is evil. 

3. Subjectivity of Religious Morality 



Again, there are basically two moral axioms on the table.  The first summarizes at least one very 

promising approach to secular morality, while the second summarizes Abrahamic morality. 

1) We ought to do that which maximizes the well-being and minimizes the suffering of sentient 

beings. 

2) We ought to do that which is consistent with God's will and/or nature. 

Neither one achieves absolute, math-like objectivity.  In its universality, however, moral axiom #1 

becomes as objective as any basis we could possibly hope to find. At the very least, it definitely 

seems objective enough for any and all practical purposes, and perhaps most importantly, it readily 

provides a non-ethnocentric and non-imperialistic foundation for making cross-cultural moral 

judgments.  We can definitively say, for example, that female genital mutilation is wrong because 

it causes the suffering of many sentient beings and promotes the well-being of none.  We need 

only demonstrate that fundamental fact to any culture that practices FGM.  Then, if the people do 

not willingly abandon the custom upon such realization, we can confidently call them evil without 

being guilty of cultural chauvinism. 

Also, as I've already argued, moral axiom #2 is quite arguably reducible to #1, but even if we set 

that aside and assume otherwise, arguing that theism provides an objective moral standard whereas 

atheism does not faces another problem.  In an ironic reversal of popular belief, I will argue that 

religious morality is actually more subjective than secular morality, not less. 

There are investigations and evaluations that can be implemented with respect to the first moral 

axiom which are really quite objective.  Sentience can be measured, assessed, and agreed upon by 

multiple observers.  The same can be said about well-being or suffering.  In the event of a 

disagreement over the effect of a given course of action on sentient beings and/or whether those 

affected by that action are in fact sentient, clear tests and observations can be carried out to settle 

that disagreement to the satisfaction of all who are both honest and lucid.   

Now, in order to evaluate a course of action relative to the second moral axiom, we must be able 

to examine and determine just what God's will and/or nature is, and this is where things fall apart.  

While material creatures can be probed in order to assess their sentience and/or well-being, God 

stubbornly resists being put under the proverbial microscope.  This means that any disagreement 

over the will and/or nature of this God, which is the very thing we presumably need to know with 

as much certainty as possible, cannot be definitively resolved.  No single believer's opinion on just 

who God is and what he wants can be unambiguously verified or falsified.  This remains true even 

if all parties are well-meaning and in full possession of normally functioning faculties. 

PART III. APPEAL TO CONSEQUENCES 

For the sake of argument, let's dismiss all of the above and concede that God is purely and 

absolutely good and that only he can serve as the universal standard of morality.  If your argument 

is simply that God is good, your work here is done.  However, if that is only a stepping stone to 

the larger point that God exists, then you've got some explaining to do.  As it stands, all you've 

really shown is that God would be the epitome of good if he existed.    



The problem is that the argument from objective morality is one big appeal to consequences, which 

means it argues for the existence of God by highlighting some undesirable outcome of his non-

existence (in this case, the supposed absence of an objective moral standard).  Suppose I were to 

tell you that there was a benevolent alien living among us, the sole survivor of an enlightened but 

ultimately doomed extraterrestrial race.  He arrived here as a baby and was raised by adoptive 

Earthly parents who instilled the very best of our Western values in him.  His alien biology gives 

him strength, speed, and sensory abilities far beyond human capacities, and as an adult, he now 

uses those powers to fight injustice wherever he finds it.  Now, suppose that I responded to your 

very understandable skepticism with something like, "But if our extraterrestrial guardian and 

savior isn't real, then we have no one to depend on whenever human champions of the oppressed 

fail."  I may have convinced you that it would be great if such a being existed and that we are all 

worse off from his non-existence, but I'm no closer to convincing you that he does exist in reality. 

It would be great if Superman existed.  That doesn't mean he does.  


